.
. The noise effects in our model are envisioned as being die to the time sharing of the CPU and I/O delays in our system. The noise-ejfects are not viewed as being attributable to disk read or write delays as in [3] .
The noise that we will be looking at will not affect .the valui of the output as in [6] . The noise will only affect the timing of the output. I-nstead-of -exactly knowing when the signal will arrive at the low user, the users will have6 knowledge only of the arrival times in a probabilistic sense. (We are assuming, for the sake of simplicity, that a Trojan Horse having knowledge of arrival times is synonymous with the users having that knowledge also.) We feel that this is a realistic' model -in light of response time degradation due to many users being on the system.simultaneously. We will refer to this as contention induced noise. Wittbold and Johion [9] have also looked at contention for resources as a noise effect but not in this.:.manner. We will use the exponential distribution to model the uncertainty in-arrival times of signals to the low user. Let us recall the definition of the exponentialdisribution.
Manuscript approved July 23, 1990. If our system were noiseless there would be no degradation of the arrival time of a signal. In this case we could say that a signal arrives exactly at time 0. (Without loss of generality we can view 0 as the arrival time when the input was sent at some "negative time".) However, if there is contention for resources, which is the case that we are interested in, then we will model the output signal to arrive exponentially distributed in time with parameter A. This will be the major assumption in this paper.
Now we will slightly modify our probability distribution by a change of variable, to have the arrival time be more physically realistic. Suppose that low does his/her input query ? at time 0. In Milleu's noiseless system the output will arrive at time 1. In our noisy system the output will arrive via an exponential distribution starting 1 tick after ?. If high is interfering with low then the output will arrive via an exponential distribution starting 2 ticks after ?.
This leads us to formalize these ideas with the following definition.
Definition 2 If high is not interfering with low then the response to ?, inputted at
time 0, is given by the distribution with probability density fruction
and if high is interfering with low then the response to? is given by
This is a noisy version of what Millen did in t51, By letting the parameter A approach oc we can arrive at the same situation that Millen set up. The parameter A can be adjusted for the amount of noise in the system to demonstrate different possible scenarios with regard to contention induced noise.
The expectation of a random variable with density function fTtM A= -
The expectation can be interpreted as the average timne6' that1 the output signal will arrive at the low users terminal. By integration by parts we see that
which is not surprising. This shows that as A approachesoo that the average waiting time for a response to ? is T. We can also see that the expctaition, up to an additive constant, is directly proportional to the noise and is inverselyproportional to A. This relationship is important as we will see later when we discqspwmutual information and channel capacity.
Strategy
Both the high and low user have knowledge of the stochastic processes that are involved in the timing channel. The users have to decide. uipon a strategy [8] to exploit the communication channel that now exists.
The high user wishes to send a binary file to the low user across-the covert cornmunication channel. (Again this may be intentional on high's part or due to the action of a Trojan Horse.) If a 0 is to be sent, then high will-not interfere with low and the arrival time of the output from ? is given by the wprbability density function fl. If high wishes to send a 1, then it will interfere'ywithl~-'l6io-and the arrival time of the output in response to ? will be given by the probability density function f 2 . Of course the way things stand now, high must have some feedbac to know whether or not low received the output. So it is necessary, to hatvesome sort, of high level auditing going on [4, 9] . Due to the probabilistic nature of the-response time to ? we have an unbounded possible response time. Of course by adjusting A we can lower the probability that the output will arrive after some tien finite amount of time.
But we can never say with certainty that the output will-not arrive after the above mentioned finite time. We must make some adjustme'ntisin the' strategy so that a feasible and realistic communication channel is, in fact,-set up,-between the high and low users.
Let /c represent the time that the signal arrives after ? is inputted. Without any restrictions we have that 1 < K < oo. As discussed above this can lead us into a situation where low has an infinite wait for output to ?a A pleasing aspect of this strategy is that high does not have to audit low's signal. However, high does know the strategy that is being used and can code its message accordingly, So high, or the Trojan Horse, codes the file that it wants to send and every 2 ticks it will either interfere with low or not. Low, or the other part of the Trojan Horse, will interpret the signal that it gets according to the strategy. We see that it takes 2 ticks for a symbol to be transmitted over the channel. We refer to this as a cjele& Even though high need not be able to audit low it is necessary for both high and low to know when low will be inputting its query. It is possible that the Trojan Horse is designed to work at certain times or that high has a limited audit ability to know when low will start inputting ? and how many cycles low will keep
AtA ttt2
Atfa %aWL, 41s~ ParL.
The reason that low must issue an interrupt, if it has not yet received a response to ?, is to prevent a response from "leaking" over into the next cycle of query and reply. Say for exmple thaf low inpnuts ? 2 ticks o by and no response is given by the system, and then low again inputs ?. How is low to know when it finally does receive a response if it is the response to the first ? or the second ?? The issuance of an interrupt after 2 ticks will preclude this situation. We assume that the interrupt stops the response to? f irom reaching the low user.
The same strategy without the interrupts is an interesting and complicated problem.
In fact, the channel is still memoryless. We hope to address this situation in future
Transmission Errors
There are obvious transmission errors in our strategy which result in signal noisea There ate no errors if high sends a 1 because 2 c K . The low user is watching his/her clock and as soon as 2 ticks have gone by low interprets the message as a 1. However, if high wishes to send a 0, then errors can be introduced. If K arrives before 2 ticks have elapsed there is no transmission error; however, if 2 < n then we do have an e.rror hera-use low will interpret the signal as a 1 when it in fact is a 0. The probability of a 0 being sent and a 0 being received is
The probability of a 0 being sent and a 1 being received-is: 00 P(lr I 0s) j e-A(t-l) dt =
As discussed above we also have thattt
We will use equations (1), (2), and (3) to calculate the channeltc~apacity of the covert timing channel.
4 Information Theory
Shannon's Work
We will use Shannon's [71 information theory to investigatetliow much "information"
can be sent over the covert channel in question. Let us' review some of the concepts of information theory. The channels in this paper are mPorylekss, meaning that each occurrence of inputting a symbol is independent from the previous occurrences.
Q oCHANNEL
We have a communication channel and we let t? stand forthe..input random variable and 'P represent the output random variable. In our example X, the signal that high is trying to pass to low will be the input variable, and Y the signal that low actually receives, will be the output variable. The alphabet of ibo-th X and' Y is the set {0,1}.
We are assuming that high is trying to send a binary file thathas an.equal distribution.
of O's and l's. This leads us to the fact that P(X = 0) =.-P(X-= 1) = 1/2. We will use the shorthand notation P(X = i) = P(xi) = P(i 8 ) atnd,.P(Y _i): -=P(yj) = P(i 7 ).
If El and ' are discrete random variables taking values, imrthe alphabets {fw} and {4i}, respectively, we may define the entropy of Q to be-'E((Q)
('Note that all logs are base 2, and I is self-information.)
Definition 3 The entropy of fl is H({) = -EP(wi) log P(w3)
The entropy measures the amount of information that 9 is conveying on the average. When we view £2 as a random variable in a communication channel we measure the entropy in bits per (transmission) symbol. So we see that H(X) = -P(O,) log P(O) -P(1,) log P(1) = -(l/2 log 1/2 + 1/2 log 1/2) = 1. It is not a surprising result that X "sends" I bit of information, on the average, each time it transmits either a 0 or a 1 In fact for a Bernoulli random variable it is easily shown that the maximum of the entropy is 1.
We wish to find out how much information is transmitted (on the average) across the communication channel In other words, how much information is the low user receiving from the high user? One cannot use H(W) alone to answer this if we have a noisy channel. We have to see how the output to T depends on what £ is inputting and how the noise induced by the probabilistic uncertainty influences the receiver's (low's) output. In Shannon's words 17], the equivocation "measures the average ambiguity of the received signal". Formally:
Definition 4 Define the equivocation to be
H1((Q) -Z P(ZP )P(wj j Q) logP(wi I fi3
We still have to define a term that measures the average information sent over the channel -this is given by the mutual information:
Definition 5 Define the mutual information between ( and IQ to be
I(Q, -= I = H(Q) -H,(f2).
(4)
Both the equivocation and the mutual information are measured in bits per symbol. By symbol we mean the process of £2 inputting a signal and P in turn receiving a signal.
We wish to find out how much information is being sent over the communication channel. This gives a measurement of how the channel behaves over a long period of time, this long period of time being when the process -of low inputting ?, high interfering or not, and low receiving output -is repeated many times. The measurement that we are looking for is the channel capacity. The channel capacity in its most general form involves looking at the limiting behavior: ofthe mutual information as we try to maximize over different probability distributions'-assciated to input random variables with identical alphabets. For a memorylessg ch -n e we-do not have to worry about the limiting behavior as long as we measure this chaiinelcapacity in terms of bits/symbol because the past history of the channel do4es pts jinfl~uence the capacity calculation. 
C =supI(9, V)
Where p are the different probability measures associatedto-all random variables that have the same alphabet as Q.
To be precise we are actually taking the supremum over ther.differ.ent randoqm variables with alphabets identical to that of Q's. So the notation:I(%'i') is actually incorrect in the definition of capacity. But it is a common abusa and-werwjll be consistent with (some) history. In other words, for the purposes of the'defi-nition of capacity we are actually viewing 9 as a family of random variables.
-
The interested reader can see the "noisy example" in [6] . fora simple example involving a binary symmetric channel with a cross-over probabilitw---'
Analysis
We will compare this to a noiseless situation where ifhigh wishes to send a 0, low receives the signal after one tick and if high wishes.to ,eq49.'i, low receives the signal after two ticks; thus whatever symbol that is passedd'the cycle time is 2 ticks. The channel capacity in this example is 1 bit per 2 ticks or .ljuW. npiy .5 bits/tick. Now we are considering the noisy case where 0 < A. As, 4isused earlier H(X)=1. The equivocation is By using our assumption that P(0.) = P(1,) = .5 and Bayes' formula we may calculate all of the probabilities required for the equivocation. Let us summarize all of the probability values below.
Hy(X)
Therefore, the equivocation is
It is easy to see that:
Uim Iy(X) I and lHllm (X)-O.
Consider these facts in light of (4). These facts corresponds to the fact that as A increases the noise is decreasing. The situation where A = oo is the case of no contention induced noise and we can view the probability distributions for f 1 (t) and f 2 (t) as the Dirac functions 4(t -l) and 6(t -2), respectively. This is the exact situation that Millen described. (Remember that his channel capacities are in terms of bits/tick, ours are, at this point, being expressed in terms of bits/symbol.) As A -+ 0 the noise is increasing and the arrival time for the symbol 0 at the receiver is moved more and more away from I tick towards 2 ticks This is due to the fact that We see that I(X, Y) is asymptotic to 1 as A m-. oo. We must remember that the mutual information I is less than the channel capacity Htowever, the information is passed at a rate. equal to I if no coding is done. Shannoi's theortem tells us that we can achieve a transmission rate within e of I Dy the propercod restricted to a transmission rate equal to I.
The mutual infrorm.ation acts as a lower bound for the chann5Pel-rcarpacity C A natural question arises as to how much "faster" C is than I. If the difference is negligible than we might as well just restrict our attention to I and iof'jget into coding issues. The input entropy H(X) is -plogp -(1 -p)log(1 -p).
The mutual information I(p) is now:
-p log p + C`Ap log c-Ap-(1-p + e-,p) log(-P + e-Ap).
Thus we see that
If(p) = -logp + e-A log e-Ap + (1 le-') log(1 -p + ~p>).
Therefore the zero of P(p) is when:
1 + eA/A-1) -A which we will set equal to (. It is easy to show that:
lim (-1/2.
In fact from Figure 2 we see that the zero of I'(p) quickly becomes asymptotic to 1/2.
This tells us that for relatively moderate choices of A that I(X, Y) is maximized for an input probability distribution where both O's and l's are sent with equal probabilities of 1/2. So using I(X, Y) as we calculated it in (5) gives a very good approximation to the actual channel capacity.
The actual channel capacity is: Figure 3 is a graph of the channel capacity (9). We can see how similar it is to figure 1. In fact, Figure 4 is a comparison of the two functions for small A. Also Figure  5 is the graph of the difference C -1(1/2). From these figures we see how good an approximation I is to C.
I

Security Considerations
How does the above analysis help us in trying to make our computer system secure? If it is possible to quantify the parameter A then we may be able to get a handle on how bad our covert timing channel is. If we know that during peak usage time of the computer system that A is very small then we do not have as large a channel as perhaps at night when there are minimal users on the system and A is high. At least the above gives us a way of measuring relative insecurities due to the timing channel.
Another approach may be to monitor system usage and when A rises above a certain level, automatic processes may be started to lower A. Of course this degrades overall system performance but in many cases computer security may not come without i ~~the additional burden of -diminished performance. By adjusting the background contention to modify A we have a parameter that we can fine tune. If we are specifying a system that has channels below a certain capacity we can use the above ideas to j, make sure that our system matches these claims.
Conclusion
We have given a model of a noisy timing channel that shows how high can interfere the noise is too high the communication channel is effectively shut down. When the noise is minimal it behaves as the noiseless situation. Furthermore, we have shown that it is not necessary for high to use the most effective coding of its message. A simple equiprobable coding will suffice to effectively pass the message at a rate very close to the actual channel capacity. This fives us a strategy that can be used in all situations without high having to constantly adjust its coding algorithm in response to new values of A.
It is hoped in future work to give a model where a cycle is no longer 2 ticks but is the length of time that low actually has to wait for a response, provided it is less _U= .C LICKS. huis 01 uuse sb4;bays LIhat WC av toV LL) C aL hgV 1 .u-^AJ tIC .
YCIU
'ILL then like to compare these results to Millen's [5] concerning channel capacity and the golden mean. Also, as discussed earlier, we would like to remove the necessity of low issuing an interrupt. x~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. 
